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Abstract
In this paper, we present a background and theory of the effect of Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
Filter Module (SFM) in-band ripple on high data rate communications parameters such as the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM). In addition, we present analyses and statements for the choice of
unbalanced S-parameters set of the SFM over balanced S-parameters set of the SFM in measurements and Agilent’s Advance Design System (ADS) Ptolemy simulations. A test and measurement
setup using Agilent’s equipment will be presented.
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1. Introduction
SAW filters play an important role in today’s front-end radio frequency designs of wireless communications.
Requirements by mobile phones like increased data rates make it stringent on RF filters to satisfy these conditions. RF SAW filters meet the demands of increased bandwidth, frequency and higher data rates [1]. Their high
stop band rejection and in band insertion loss make their applications span across a variety of commercial and
military products. In addition, their low cost make them an attractive choice for high volume products. They are
based on acoustic wave technology where information is carried on the surface of the piezoelectric crystal.
As said above, SAW filter technologies are based on piezoelectric substrate as shown in Figure 1 where the
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Figure 1. Basic SAW filter structure on a piezoelectric substrate.

metal is printed on the piezoelectric crystal substrate [2].
SAW filters are used in mobile handsets due to their low cost, small size, which save PCB area, and their
sharp cut off frequencies. They also provide high attenuation of unwanted signals [3]. An example of SAW filter
characteristics is shown in Figure 2. It is proven from the high stop band rejection performance for this filter in
this figure. Its in-band insertion loss ranges, nominally, from 0.8 to 1.3 dB.
EVM is an important parameter of the modulation of the received signal and is measured in percentage (%). It
is a measurement of transmitter as well as receiver demodulator quality performance in the presence of noise.
EVM has become the standard of the demodulator fidelity, especially in high data rate systems; and it is an essential measurement in today’s testing equipment geared towards high data rates measurements. As a matter of
fact, it is a specification in many standards, product performance, quality and even passive components (such as
SFMs) data sheets and requirements. For example, for NodeB transmitter tests, 3 GPP TS 25.141 specifies EVM
to be less that 12.5% due to the 16Q AM modulation scheme used on HS-PDSCH.
Figure 3 best defines EVM. Ideally, the measured IQ vector should be a, but due to perturbations, the measured vector becomes the IQ Constellations. Therefore, a resultant vector called Error Vector along with its phase
Λ
error  θ  emerge.
 
EVM is stipulated as a part of a body of standards such as the standard of 3 GPP. It is carried out in test
equipment such as the Agilent’s N9020A or Rode Schwartz’s R & S FSV instruments. It is carried out after the
received symbol passes through two paths; one produces the measured waveform and another produces the reference waveform. Both symbols are produced after being processed by the filtering operation.

2. Analysis
Assume the filter response has a magnitude attenuation, an attenuation (insertion loss) α(f) with root-meansquare (rms) magnitude ripple Δαrms(f) and phase Φ(f) with rms phase ripple ΔΦ(f), then the EVM can be calculated using the following equation [4],
2
EVM ≈ ∆α rms
+  tan ( ∆Φ rms ) 
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where [4],
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∆α rms is the effective rms magnitude ripple of the filter attenuation;
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∆Φ rms is the rms phase ripple;
a ( f ) is the magnitude attenuation;
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Figure 2. Typical Murata saw filter measured power spectrum characteristics.
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Figure 3. Definition of EVM.

ϕ ( f ) is the unwrapped phase;
 B is the filter bandwidth and is equal to f 2 − f1 .
Figure 4 shows a simulation block diagram of how EVM could be measured by using ADS 3 GPP High
Speed Data Packet Access (HSDPA) library of component blocks. It consists of a 3 GPP downlink RF source
and a 3 GPP EVM measurement block. Parameters and variables are specified to suit a particular need. This figure is intended to show how, in general, EVM can be measured.
As well known, the S-parameters describe any N port network as they relate incident voltages to reflected
voltages at RF and microwave frequencies [5]. This relation is through the S matrix as shown in Equation (2):


V1−   S11  S1N  V1+ 
  
 
   =       
VN−   S N 1  S NN  VN+ 
 
 

(2)

S-parameters can be measured using network analyzers and stored as files for later processing and simulation.
The file extension convention SnP is used to designate the file as an S-parameters file where n is the number of
ports in the network. For example, S2P designate a file extension of measured S-parameters for a two-port network. Figure 5 shows a sample setup of how a 2-port S-Parameters measurement file could be accessed and
used in the simulation in Agilent’s ADS.
A balanced input/output has two input/output connectors that are 180˚ out of phase [6]. They are also called
differential inputs/outputs. If one input or output is 0˚, then the other input or output has the same amplitude but
180˚ phase shift. While the unbalanced input/output would have only one connector for the input/output signal
and the other connector would be connected to ground, as shown in the Figure 6.
With the proper design, transformers are used to transform single ended (unbalanced) to double ended (balanced) connections and vice versa. Other components may be used with the balun to achieve matching. Figure
7 shows a setup of 3-port S-Parameters measurement file and how it could be accessed and used in the simulation in a 100 ohm balanced transformer. In this figure, it is seen how the transformer (TF1) is used to transform
the double-ended measured based filter file block (S3P) to a single-ended 100 Ω output port.
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Figure 4. Measuring EVM using Agilent’s ADS.
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Figure 5. Accessing 2-port measurements in a 50-ohm circuit.
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Figure 6. Balanced (a) vs. unbalanced (b) inputs balanced (c)
vs. unbalanced (d) inputs.
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Figure 7. Accessing and simulating 3-port S-parameters measurements in a 100-ohm balanced transformer.

Figure 8 gives a sample procedure of how a 2-port S-Parameters measured based filter file block (S2P) could
be accessed and used in the simulation of EVM in HSDPA environment.

3. SAW Filter EVM Measurements
Figure 9 shows a typical measurement setup for EVM measurements. EVM measurements can be carried out
using specialized equipment such as the Agilent’s N5182A Signal Generator shown below and Agilent’s N9020A
Vector Signal Analyzer. The SAW filter design would be placed in a prototype PCB for evaluation. However,
the signal generator itself has EVM internally generated as shown in Figure 10 [8], which will affect the SAW
filter EVM measurements. Care must be taken to account for the internally generated EVM and factor it in the
measurement of the SAW filter total EVM measurements. For example, as Figure 10 shows, a typical value for
the EVM out of the instrument for EDGE is 0.7%.
In order to measure the EVM performance of the SAW filter, the SAW filter may need a balun and matching
components, to interface it with the 50 Ω instruments and circuits. The balun and matching components will
have ripple in the pass band. The ripple will produce EVM as explained in the theory part. Therefore, the balun
and the matching components will have their own contributions to the EVM measurement or simulations of
SAW filter. Any EVM measurements due to SAW filter parameters should, also, take into consideration the effects of the external elements interfacing the SAW filter prototype to the instruments used. To avoid this, one
could end up having to assess EVM performance with unbalanced over balanced measurements.

4. Conclusions
In this review, a background and theory was presented for SAW filters, EVM and the relationship between them.
Some specifications of the EVM from the instrument manufacturer as well as the 3 GPP standard were given.
The background for balanced-unbalanced terminations was presented. With EVM assessment of unbalanced
SAW filters, the use of baluns and matching elements may affect EVM simulations or measurements due to
their in band ripple.
This paper gives the designer and the reader insights on the different scenarios of assessing SAW filters when
it comes to performance due to the in-band ripple. Of these scenarios is the EVM generated internally by the instruments. Other scenarios are the ripple of the balun and matching components used in the measurement procedure. All of these scenarios will skew off and/or distort the EVM measurements of the SAW filter and hence it
will be difficult to give an accurate EVM assessment and specification of the SAW filter performance due to the
in band ripple. One solution to this is to ignore the measurement process and resort to ADS Ptolemy simulations
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Figure 8. Accessing 2-port measurements file for EVM simulations [7].

Figure 9. A typical measurement setup for EVM measurements.
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Figure 10. Agilent’s N5182A EVM specifications [8].

using SAW filter measurement based file to do the EVM assessment as shown in Figure 8 [7].
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